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By ED\.VINA P. GARZA
The Pan American
'vVednesdayevening Dr. Francisco Guajardo
introduced nearly JOOfaculty and students to
Aaron Pena, State Representative for District 40,
by saying, '•l'm not sure if 1 even like him yet:·
At a forum sponsored by the Pan American
United Faculty (PAUF), Guajardo mentioned that
the first time he met Pena was at a bank where
Guajardo was working as a teller in Austin. The
next time they met was after Pena had been
elected.
'·He was still making it to community meetings
in Edcouch Elsa,"' said Guajardo ... Every time you
turn around, he was al our meetings-it
impressed
me."
The dedication that Pena has to his community is
interesting to Guajardo, despite the fact that he
hasn't made up his mind on whether he likes him.
He applauded his decision to leave the state this
summer along with other Democrats during the
debate over redistricting because usually,
·'Politicians don·t have that courage."
Pena said his decision to leave the state was
made because he was aware that the redistricting
plan would be most impact the people along the
border.
The PAUF organization included Pena to the
forum to discuss the state of education in Texas in
his last legislative session, and also to discuss what
goals should be reached for the next session.
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•'If we don't educate our kids, then they can't
support us in our old age;· Pena began.
Vv'ith a lack of equal education along the border
and in other towns in Texas, Pena said companies
would skip the state because it is poor and
uneducated. It is a trend that has started in Dallas
and Houston. and according to Pena, ''It's the cold
reality of Texas."
·'we now have to decide what to do with money
and everyone says put it in education,'· Pena said.
But with projects such as the elimination of the
Robin Hood funding scheme, poorer school
districts feel that they will again be shortchanged.
The idea behind the plan was for richer districts to
contribute more than poor ones to the latter's
efforts at educating their kids. But he Legislature
canceled the plan recently, deeming that it was
unfair. but has yet to come up with another funding
plan.
Pena has been an outspoken critic of that
decision and others. As a freshman representative
he has been al the forefront of consistent
Democratic criticism of almost every Republican
move.
·'Demographics are changing, and so is power,"'
said Pena. '''People in the suburbs [mainly
Republicans) have said, 'We control the state-we
will run it as we see fit ....
Richer counties around Texas have over the
years been producing students that are more
prepared for college and have better testing rates.
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WARMING UP- GeoffreyWong,a violinist for the ValleySymphonyOrchestra,practicesa piecefor
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More students means
more complications
By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American
Parking lots are completely full, new unfamiliar faces are passing
by walkways, dorms and apartments are alive with hundreds of
students, and a class that is almost always available is suddenly filled
during the first few weeks of registration. Has UTPA stepped into an
alternate reality? Of course not, it's just the aftermath of the recent
enrollment growth.
UTPA has seen a I 0.4-percent growth of enrollment from last
year, a number that administration was expecting, but not
anticipating to occur during such a short amount of time. The growth
seems to be an eye-opener for some, and actions such as creating
admission deadlines have been considered. There are 15,885
students.
Dennis McMillan, assistant vice president for Enrollment and
Student Services, said the extensive growth was one of the main
topics discussed by administrators. They now have to create plans to
accommodate students in light of the higher numbers.
"We were caught by surprise by the large number of students
enrolled for the fall," McMillan said. "For over two years UTPA has
experienced a five-percent increase of students, so we knew we had
about another five percent to be ready for, but this year was twice
what we expected and so we have lo accommodate i1:·
tvlcMillan said that luckily there has been enough classroom space,
and new sessions have been opened or classes have been enlarged to
hold more students. Overall, there are now over 5,000 more available
seats for classes.
·'\Ve are planning on hiring new faculty for next year in order to
deal with this growth, and hopefully with the new faculty more
classes will be available at a variety of times;· he said.
Scheduled plans to construct a new facility for the College of
Education is still off in the future, leaving students and staff to deal
with problems of available space.
"\Ve've tried to be aware of instructional needs of the faculty,"
~1cMillan said. "An instructor having four freshman English courses
with one hundred students in each is absolutely unacceptable. so we
are trying to avoid those types of situations."
Nol only are the courses being affected by a larger amount of
incoming freshman, but there is a distinguishable increase of upper
level courses being filled to capacity.
'·A larger number of students from South Texas Community
College are transferring over to UTPA,"' McMillan said. "These
students have completed their first two years so they enroll in junior
and senior courses, leading us to increase the size of some upper
level courses."
STCC is also instituting four-year degree plans this year, as both
the local community college and UTPA are seeing innovations to
serve the area's higher education population, which is at an all-time
high of over 30.000 students.
One of UTPA's ideas is supposed to help with congestion students
may experience with their morning classes. Typically the largest
number of students on campus is during the morning sessions.
between 8 a.m. and noon.
··we are hoping to create more classes in the afternoon and evening
to help ease overcrowding of the university and the parking lots,"
McMillan said. "Many students take early classes before noon, this
allows them to work in the afternoon or participate in extracurricular
activities. To attract students to later classes. one suggestion was to
have discounts for the later classes."
To deal with the everpresenl problem of parking spaces, Mclvlillan
says the best thing to do is for the administration to make decisions
and then take action. With students such as members of the Student
Government Association offering ideas, tvlcMillan feels that it would
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Tech consequences sometimes negative
By AThlE SERNA
The Pa11America11
TI1eexplosiverecentgrowthof tl1elnleinet
has broughtmany positivethings,but as is tl1e
case with any leclmologicalinnovationtl1ere
also many unintended.often negative,
consequence.~.
TI1eUniversityof Texas-PanAmericannow
has Internetdistancelean1ingcourses,and the
numberof studentstakingthesecourses is
growing.tvlorestudentsare also utilizing
UTPA'sInternetresearchdatabaselocatedin tl1e
library.
"I was requiredto use tl1eschool Internet
databasefor a researchprojectin the past, but
now I use the databasefor almostall my
research,''said VeronicaBruTera,UTPAsenior.
However.many negativeshave iisen because
of all the new improvementsin technology.
lntemet abuse is at ru1all-limehigh, and tl1ere
ru-ea growingnumberof cases involving
lntemet addiction.
Chat rooms,e-maiI, me.~sageboru'dsor web
sites arejust a few of the Internetcomponents
used in fraudulentschemes.1l1oughthese sites
cru1be excellentways to communicateru1d
spread free expression,they are also increasingly
problematic.
Onlinecri,ninalspresentfraudulentscheme.~
in the most attractive,believableway.They not
only h,mn the investorsru1dconsumerswhen
they do this, but they also destroyconsumer
confidencein the legitimatelntemelservicesthat
ru-eoffered.
'Tve personallylost all trust in tl1elnten1et,"

said Ban-era."I now only use tl1elnle1netfor
reseru-chru1dnotllingmore,"
One typeof Internetfraudis identitytheft,
whenru1onLineciimimtluses someoneelse's
personaldata usuallyfor llisor her finru1cial
gain.1l1erewas an all-timehighof 50,000
reportedcases l,l~tyear.
Anotl1erwell-knownproblemthat has come
out of the growtl1of tl1eInternetis illegal
downloadingof musicand movie.,.TI1eongoing
case pittingthe music industryagainstillegal
downloadersfirstgot going whenNapsterbegan
offeringthese oppo1tunitiesseveralyears back.
And it has onlygotten morecomplicated.
Studentsal most w1iversitiesand collegesare
now facingsevererestrictionsagainsttl1euse of
file-shru'ingprognuns,so tliatuniversitiescru1
avoid the exch,mgingof piratedmusicru1d
moviesover school Internetconnections.tvlany
students,however,ru-eunawru-eof how serious
the matterhas become.
·'All tl1eInternetscams that ru·eout tl1ereis a
scruytl1oughl,but we don't stop lo thinkabout
how we·,-escam1ningthe systemtoo when we
downloadmusic,"said Eric Rivera,UTPA
JUlllOI'.

"It doesn't feel wrong.so we don't 1-ealize
how much daniage we're actuallydoing.''
Alongwith these problems,tl1ereare others.
TI1euse of onlinetechnologyto acce.,s
pornographyseems at times lo be out of control;
the numberof cases involvingsuch illegaluse
have spiked.
Two yearsago, a chat-roomrelationship
twned deadly whena TexasA&M sn1denlwas
lw-edinto a meetingwith a subjecthe met

online,ru1dwas murderedwhenthe meeting
l1m1edsour.
Gamblingis anolhersocialproblem
seeminglyexacerbatedby onlineaccess.Site.,
allowingusers to play pokerand otl1ergames
usingcreditcards have proliferatedin recent
years.Erik Nelsonof \VestYellowstone,Mt.,a
profe.,sionalcard dealer,qtticklyfound tliat
onlinegamblingc,mgel out of hand,
"I know peoplewho sit there and play poker
for how-s,ru1dtheyget deep in tl1ehole moneywise,"said Nelson."It seems like that's all tl1ey
cru-eabout doing,and that's not good."
Too, there ru-erecurringproblemswitl1sprun
and poJ>-ups,
ru1dunwantedadvertising.The
Internethas becomea new repositoryfor junk
mail.
[l has also becomea commercialboon, which
raisesthe questionof taxation.This ongoing
situation,whetl1erlo tax or not,has not been
finalized.
These negativesare usmtllyexplainedby
answeringtliat the Internethasn't createdany
difficultiestl1atsocietyhas not alreadybeen
dealingwith; itjust adds new venues in wllich
old problemsto mrulifestthemselves.
Althoughtl1elnteniel is a powerful,useful
tool, it is importantto realizethat witl1
everythingpositivecomesa negative.Witl1
every pieceof infonnationobtainedfrom tl1e
Internetconies that bit of doubt on how accurate
it really is. \Vitl1every order or purchasemade
comes the questionof legalityru1dlegitimacy.
A, tl1emediadevelopsfurtJ1er,
issues like
tl1esewill be studiedand pondered.Such is tl1e
natureof new technology.
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Persistence pays off on medical school path
By HILDA MORALES
The Pan American
Raise your hand if as an entering
freshman, you declared your major as
Biology- Pre Med? Who does not wanl to
be the doctor with the famous elegant
white coat and the hanging stethoscope
around the neck, not to mention the fat
paycheck?
The [rich] doctor in the family! The
truth of the matter is that many limes
students make decisions regarding career
and employment based upon family
expectations, peer suggestions. or what
looks and sounds cool al the time. Seldom
do young people take the time to research
the matter; if television and movies
portray a profession a certain way then
that is surely the way it must be, right?
Usually, right.
Every year the Biology Department is
flooded with entering freshman who
declare Pre-lVled, with dreams and hopes
of becoming the next great thing. Many do
not make it or choose another major. For
those who do, an exciting career awaits.
The building shines with brilliance, not
because of its yellow walls, but rather
because of the students.
''The best part of this job is that I get to
work, encourage and advise the best
students on the whole campus ... not to
offend the other students, of course, but
realistically, I do!" said Dr. Scott Gunn,
professor and biology's Pre-Med adviser.
His opinion only reinforces why such a
high number of students start as Pre-l\1ed:
the prestige, the concept of being highly
intellectual, and reputation are hard to beat
as recruiting tools.

However, Gunn further stated that
He further remarked that from his own
experience "only a select few make the
success in college and thus. life, greatly
depends on doing what one wants lo do.
cut after the first or second chemistry class
He believes that the
in college. Imagine
med-school I" The
reason the high
attrilion rate is not
question lingers: why
just in this area, but
then are students so
... college is the
in other colleges as
attracted to this field?
realization
of
where
well. He said it is due
"l\1isconceptions
you fit; the first year is
lo the fact that
created by television!"
"college is the
said Gunn.
about life; not
realization of where
''Recognition, that
everybodyknows right
you fit; the first year
proud element we as
is
that
away
where
it
is about life; not
humans strive for.
everybody knows
Sure, it's scary to
they belong
right away where it is
think you'll be in
that they belong."
school a while, but
- Dr. Scott Gunn,
Many students
think beyond that:
Professorof biology
come into college
$$$ ! And even thal is
thinking it will be a
a fallacy I Doctors
don't make as much money as everybody
continuation of high school; they come
with the idea that just because they got in
thinks they do! Being a doctor is not whal
barely having to study that they will be
ER point outs. You will not be in a surgery
able to stay in. The reality is far crueler.
room every day; you will not be faced
''The exams are not multiple-guess
with bombarding detrimental ethical issues
every two seconds and definitely, you will
anymore," Gun said. "Study and
not have an answer for everything!''
management skills are essential to make it
Santa Ana jokingly emphasized this by
in the Pre l\1ed program. The 'freshman
bump· as we know it. triggers the
pointing to his desk and bookshelves filled
with medical dictionaries, thick binders
question, "Am I doing the right thing?"
with notes and pamphlets about new
Dr. Raul Santa Ana, a practitioner of
diseases. After Pre-l\1ed students
family medicine at El Milagro Clinic in
l\1cAllen, commented, "Few are the
comprehend that medicine is not the
exaggerated adventure illustrated on the
students that since high school have been
small screen; that medicine demands more
preparing for a career in medicine; and
than just perfect GPAs; and that medicine
even then, despite that fact, insecurity at
is not for the mediocre attitudes. then they
one point or another manages to creep in.
actually see the underlining principle of
l\1edicine is a tough field to go into. It is
the field: service.
a terrifying feeling to know school won't
''Medicine requires intelligence- the
be over for you any time soon. Perhaps it
never will be!"
curriculum is rigorous and stipulates very

''

''

hard work and enormous sacrifices," said
Gunn. "ll obliges curiosity- one must be
energized to work out the puzzle, asking
why to why questions; and it most
certainly entails passion for service- if one
doesn't believe in helping and isn't eager
to be of assistance for others. then one is
in the wrong field," he added.
The opportunities from UTPA's Pre-Med
program are endless and growing.
Currently. the Biology Department
participates in four joint programs that
guarantee admission to medical school
upon completion. three for dentistry and
one for optometry.
Furthermore, students enrolled in the
Baylor Pre-Medical Honors Program
receive conditional admission and 85
percent are admitted upon graduation.
Beyond these programs the department
also partners with surrounding universities
to provide summer programs for
qualifying students.
The Pre-l\1ed Club invites students to
attend its meetings on Tuesdays and learn
more about the organization and
profession. Also, a new facility, the PreMed Resource Room. recently opened
offering computers and printers, plus TV
and MCAT resources.
The university's Pre-Med program offers
a difficult, disciplined path but the rewards
are commensurate to effort expended

"We as professors and advisers are
thrilled when students return lo the Valley
to practice here, to know that we are
inspiring and guiding the smartest minds is
unbelievably rewarding," Gunn noted. "By
the same token, students' reward is that
they are overall, doing what they really
want. They find where they fit."

Testing Center adjusts to accommodate busy lives
By LYLONY CAZARES
The Pan American
l\1ost UTPA students have very little
time lo spare with 62.8 percent of
students enrolled in 2002 carrying a full
class schedule and many also being
employed. The University Testing Center
had this in mind when it decided to
provide evening opportunities to enjoy its
services.
For the month of October the Center
will be offering evening computer-based
testing for the General GRE, Gl\1AT, and
International TOEFL exams. The
scheduled exams dates are Monday Oct. 6
and Monday Oct. 13, each at 5 p.m.
The evening exams benefit students
who have little extra time because of
demanding life schedules, said Testing
Specialist Tania Morales.
"It offers a more nexible appointment
for those who work full-time during the
week or Saturdays," she said.
T.J. Cuellar, a junior business major at
UTPA, is planning on utilizing the
Center's innovative services
"I'm planning to take the GMAT. but
haven't had time to register for the exam
because of my busy schedule," Cuellar
said. "I will probably take the exam in the
evening because of its convenience, and il
will keep me from missing work or any of
my classes."
The three exams being offered are
needed for admission into a college.

university or graduate program, according
lo Morales.
The GRE or General Record Exam. is
used to measure mental capabilities
important in graduate study. Students who
wish to pursue graduate programs can
take exams in the fields of biology,
chemistry. computer science, English,

a student for advanced study in business
and management. It measures a student's
knowledge of business, job skills. and
specific undergraduate coursework.
The TOEFL, Test of English as a
Foreign Language, is also available
during the evening for students. The exam
is designed to gauge the English

Evening Examination Info
A studentcan sign up for any of the examsofferedby:
■ Mail-inregistration
■ Callingthe University
TestingServicesat
956/292-7583
ContactInformation
Adviceto Students
UniversityTestingServices
■
Registerin advance!
AnnexRm. 180
■
Familiarize
yourselfwith the
Phone:956/292-7583
exam'slayout,content& policies
Email:testing@panam.edu
■ Downloadfree prepsoftware
■
Locateexamsite
■
Findouttest lengthandbe well
rested
Source: UniversityTestingServices

mathematics, physics and psychology.
The Center will also offer the GMAT or
General Management Admission Test,
which is used by graduate business
schools to determine the qualifications of

comprehension levels of non-native
English speakers within a university
setting and is required by over 4,300
academic institutions.
There are several ways students can

register for an exam, said Ana Rodriguez~
administrative clerk for the Center.
"Registrations are held Monday through
Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.," said
Rodriguez. "Students can register over the
phone by calling our offices at 956/2927583 and paying with a credit card
(American Express. Master and Visa
Card). Or they can register by coming by
our offices and paying with a check or
money order. No cash will be accepted."
Morales finds students making common
mistakes when showing up to take the
exams.
"They don't follow directions, they
show up without a valid photo ID and
don't adhere to the retesting polices," she
said. "Students also wait until the last
minute to register."
She offers some good advice to students
planning to take any of the exams
available at the testing center" Find out
when deadlines are and register in
advance. Pick up a bulletin and/or visit
the respective websites and familiarize
yourself with the exam's layout. content
and policies.
She also recommends downloading free
preparation software offered at the GRE.
GMAT websites.
''If you are not familiar with where the
exam is taking place, find out a day or
two before the exam date, not the morning
of the exam," Morales said. ''Also find
out how long your exam will be and resl
the night before."
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Intheupcoming
elections
do
youthinkHispanics
areprone
tovoteDemocrat?
DannyCortez
PreDental
Freshman

By MARITZA RODRIGUEZ
The Pan American

Yes, because Democrats seem to focus
a lot on minorities.

Dr.DoraSalazar
College
of Education
Being a Latina living in the United
States you should keep up with
issues that impact the Lafino
community as a whole, especially
with regards to education, heaHh
care, human rights and equity ... you
would vote for a candidate who
represents your viewpoint and best
interest.

GIibertGarcia
OccupaUonallherapy
Freshman
No, because the way we view many
Democrats are more of a stereotype.
If you set aside bias you will see
Republicans can do a lot of good for
the economy.

MlchaelB. Brezlnsky
Lecturer
Phllosophy
Of course not. The issues upon
which one should vote are matters
of the most importance, of life and
death, thus, transcend race.

Library innovations
including 'Friends'

-

To meet long-term institutional goals,
the University of Texas-Pan American is
expanding its educational boundaries with
new academic programs designed to
adequately complement material learned
in the classroom. And the University
Library is a big part of this equation.
To meet the needs of students and
professors, the library has worked to
provide new materials to enhance student
learning in areas of projects, research,
and other types of class assignments.
Obviously the library lens of thousands
of books, but also a growing collection of
CD-ROIV!s and microfiche, Lower Rio
Grande Valley Special Collection items,
and an editing lab lo help students
complete advanced course assignments.
The editing lab is located on the 4th
floor, providing various editing and
filming software. Both digital and film
cameras can be checked out from the
library and this aided in a recent project
in which students worked on posters for
the ballet performance of "The
Nutcracker'' using still frame camera
images and digital pictures.
"The library is here to help students
through their academic careers," said
Lawrence Caylor, director, who has been
in that position for four years.
Caylor believes that outside of the
classrooms the library is the most
important aspect of the university. During
his tenure here, he has striven lo help the
facility's continued evolution into a more
academic and technology-oriented

resource.
He is also working on reviving the
"Friends of the Library" organization,
which is composed of people in the
community and university personal who
wish to promote the goals of the library.
Their focus is on publicity. projects, and
resource purchases, among others.
The main objectives of the Friends are
to support University Library collections,
promote the use of the University Library
as a community resources, sponsor
cultural programs and special events,
provide scholarships for deserving

students, and raise the visibility of the
library. They also provide funding for the
purchases of books and equipment.
''l want lo pull together an advisory
group to reconstitute ii [Friendsj," said
Caylor. "The Friends is required to have
members who would like to be president.
treasurer, and so on down the line."
Those interested in becoming part of
the organization or be part of the
advisory council can contact Caylor at
381-2755.
UTPA students are not the only ones to
benefit from the library. Community
leaders, researcher, local residents. and
student from other campuses can also
access library technologies and resources.
The library has drastically increased
the number of resource materials
available for use with in the last two
years. Supplemental funding, donations,
and student fees have allowed the library
to add about 40,000 new resource
volumes to its collection.
About $500,000 each of the last two
years has gone toward purchasing
graduate materials to assist new
university programs.
''The Library needs to evolve as
campus progran1s change," said Caylor.
"You can't teach master's programs with
undergraduate materials."
The library was recently awarded a
grant from the Texas Infrastructure Fund
(TIF) which was spent on the purchase of
36 new computers for the library and a
couple more computers for other parts of
campus.
This is the second TIF grant awarded to
the university. The first one was for the
200 l-2002 fiscal year. That money was
used to purchase computers, databases,
servers, equipment for the editing lab,
among other things. The grants require
that the money be spent on equipment
only.
Caylor and the library staff encourage
students, faculty, and others lo take
advantage of the resources and materials
provided by the university library. By
organizing the information they need.
said Caylor, the library can make daily
class work and papers much easier lo
accomplish.

Friends of the Library
Objectives

Dr.Thomas
Pearson
Associate
Professor
ofPhllosophy
Of coursenot.Hispanicsare no different
thanothercitizens.Theyshouldvotetheir
convictionson whatthe bestpublic
policiesare.

■

SupportUniversityCollections

■

Promotethe useof the UniversityLibraryas a community
resource

■

Sponsorculturalprogramsandspecialevents

■

Providescholarships
for deservingstudents

■

Raisethe visibilityof the Library
Source: UniversityTestingServices
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Reformist group challenges Church
By ARIANNA VAZQUEZ
The Pan American
Through history, various religions have
altered the Bible and its teachings to fit
each of their beliefs and values, creating
great rifts between previously cohesive
followers. One prime example comes
from the Reformation, which pitted
Catholics against Protestants in a batlle of
theological paradigms.

That was almost 500 years ago, but the
rifts continue today and monolithic belief
systems are still paying the price of
critical inquiry.
The Reformed Students For Christ, an
organization at UTPA, has come together
to study the doctrines and interpretations
of the Roman Catholic church. \Vith a
controversial recruitment poster for the
organization stating, "Can you trust the
claims of the Roman Catholic Church?"
the group began to interrogate the

teachings and effects of the church.
The organization differs from other
religious groups on campus, including the
Baptist, Chi Alpha, and the Methodist
groups, in that the Reformists' beliefs are
based on the theological perspectives that
emerged from the Protestant Reformation
of /1,lartin Luther, John Calvin, and Ulrich
Zwingli. Plans are to show djfferenl sides
of the argument in interpreting the Bible.
The founder, president, and teacher is
Moses Flores a senior majoring in
kinesiology. He
started the
organization a year

ago after noticing no
other religious outfit
was covering the
reformed theory of

"Calvinism."
''It is the first
organization of its
kind," Flores
explained. ''I knew
that UTPA had never
had a Calvinist group
on campus, so l

figured that it was
time that somebody
started one up and
give UTPA a
theological group to
come and study the
Bible with and its
doctrines."
The organization's
objective is to gather
students interested in
the doctrines of the
Catholic Church for
debate and
discussion. As Flores
pointed out, they are
searching for the
truth in the doctrines
established by the
Chu1·ch, and do not
hesitate to question
what is preached.
'''.Ve are looking at
issues concerning the
truth," Flores said.
''We do believe that
the Catholics are
wrong and absent on
what they teach
regarding
Christianity. \Ve are
examining their claim
in the light of
Scripture, and on
their interpretation.·•
Reformists claims
are that the Bible has
been changed and
misinterpreted by the
Roman Catholics to
suit their wants and
desires to stay in
power. However,
Catholics do not

maintain such a
negative view toward

the Reformists and

their activism.
Tktm

Alfonso Liguez,

,h.rnifa.ble
At:

The Boot .Jockin McAllen-Pbnrr& Brown,·ille

campus n1inister,

Doots N Jeans ill Weslaco

attended one of the
meetings of the
organization because
he was curious to see
the perspective of the
proceedings. As a
Catholic, his view
was appreciated by

The Bullrider in Harlingen

Formoreinformationcall

(956) 283-9500

the group, and so Liguez is quick to
correct misconceptions that might stem
from the Reformists' antagonistic
rhetoric.
"During my visit, there was some
misunderstanding of Catholic faith. and I
shed some information (for them) to
better understand the Catholic Church."
Liguez said. "Everyone walked away with
new insight."
Liguez also stated that conversation
about different views and interaction
between religions doesn't have to be a
negative thing. He also said everyone
benefits from clarifying a few things of
the teachings of the Roman Catholic
Church.
"Given that I am a Catholic and was
present, they took advantage lo ask
questions and clarify and curiosity of the
actual teaching," Liguez commented.
Venessa Escobar, a senior majoring in
rehabilitative services, is a member of the
organization. Although she does not
consider herself a Calvinist she still
agrees with some interpretations
suggested by the Reformists. She also
stated that the meetings are more like
lectures where Flores explains doctrines
and other issues, and leads study of the
New King James Bible.
"ll is like a class because he is teaching
us by the Bible, and that is why 1 like it,''
Escobar said. "It is not an anti-Catholic
group, we are just learning beliefs and

,,

Weare lookingat
issuesconcerningthe
truth. Wedo believe
that the Catholicsare
wrongand absenton
what they teach
regardingChristianity., ,
- Moses Flores,
Reformed Students for Christ

doctrines. Flores does not put negative
connotations about Roman Catholics. he
is just gelling us aware of their
doctrines."
Coming from a Catholic family.
Escobar initially just wanted to learn the
truth and she considers the Bible to be the
truth, That's why she is interested in
studying it and learning more about it.
She said her family does not appear to be
bothered because in the end they know
that her beliefs are her own.
About eight students attend each
meeting held every Tuesday and Thursday
during the activity period, while over 50
students are on their mailing list. Flores
explained that some students show up just
to hear what they have to say, and
although some stay, others interpret the
meetings as false claims.
''Most of the students come for the first
meeting, hear what we say, which is
radically different from contemporary
Christians, and leave because they
associate it with false doctrine's," he said.
''! have yet to see a person prove us
wrong."
The group is hoping to have a debate
scheduled with a Catholic campus group
some time in the future to better show the
differences between the two religions and
what both sides have to say.
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omen in math are contest subjects
By CHRISTINA HARRIS
The Pan American
The Association for Women in
Mathematics (A\VM) is sponsoring an
essay contest for biographies of
contemporary women mathematicians
and statisticians in acade1nic,
industrial, and govern1nent careers.
The AWM is looking for students to
aid in increasing awareness of ongoing
contributions women are making to the
mathematical sciences. Students must
base their essay on an interview with a
woman who is currently working in the
mathematical field.
The contest is open to undergraduate
students, as well as pre-college
students in grades 6-8 and 9-12. Flyers
with information about the contest are
posted in the math department, but
other majors are welcome to submit an
essay.
·'Not only math students participate,"
said Victoria Howle, the contest
organizer. "We get many entries from
students with other majors, including a
nu1nber of journalism majors."
Howle is currently seeking women
mathematicians to volunteer as subjects
to be interviewed for the essay.
The interview should be about any
woman working in a mathematical field
including but not limited to applied
n1athe1natics, computer science,
statistics, physics, engineering, and

Biographies of successful mathematicians can be
submitted through. the end of the month
, ,

Careers in mathematics
exist just about in every
area from education to
industry. Industry's need
for applied
mathematicians has
increased through the
years, and education
needs strong
mathematics people

''

- Or. Christina VIiiaiobos,
Professorof math
financing.
One of the volunteers, Dr. Christina
Villalobos, is a professor in the math
deparunent. She has done interviews
for one local middle school student,
and three others from across the nation.
··1 hope students will get a glimpse of
the (real) life of a mathematician,
meaning mathematicians are people
like everyone else." said Villalobos.
"Careers in mathen1atics exist just
about in every area from education to
industry. Industry's need for applied
mathematicians has increased through
the years, and education needs strong
mathematics people.''
Winners will be selected for each

grade category, and each will receive a
prize and have their essays published
online at the AWM web site,
Additionally,
a grand prize winner
will have his or her submission
published in the AWM Newsletter.
All entries are to be submitted online
at the AWM website. Problems or
questions should be sent to Howie's
emai I address, vehowle@sandia.gov.
The deadline for submission is
October 31, 2003.
Villalobos believes that entering this
contest will enable students to learn
about the contributions that female
mathematicians have made to
mathematics, and also to learn about
their careers and how they balance
careers and family.
"There exist few wo1nen
mathematicians co1npared to male
mathematicians,"
said Villalobos.
"1
hope more female students consider
obtaining a degree in mathe1natics by
learning about the life and careers of
women mathematicians."
The contest corresponds ironically
with HESTEC, the science and
engineering week coming Oct. 13-16,
in which one focus is increasing
nu1nbers of women in previously maledo111inated fields.

ESSAY

CONTEST
Association for Women in
Mathematics
Subject: Biographies of
Women Math Professionals

Deadline: October 31, 2003
For more information, please contact
Victoria Ho,vle at
vehowle@sandia.gov
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Around
Town
'Festival
of India'
Oct.7 fromnoonto 1 p.m.
Place:Quad
Event:TheUTPA
Asian
American
Association
hosts
the'Festival
of India'to
promote
campus
diversity
andeducate
students
and
facultyon India's
culture.
Eventincludes
information,
cultureandfoodbooths.

'A Fleain HerEar'
Oct.15-18at 8 p.m.,Oct.
19at 2 p.m.
Place:University
Theater
Event:TheUTPA
theater
department
presents
itsfirst
production
of theyearwith
Georges
Feydeau's
'A Flea
in HerEar.'
Price:$10forreserved
seats,$5general
admission
and$3fornon-UTPA
students
andfaculty.
UTPA
students
andfacultyreceive
twofreeadmissions
witha
validID.Nochildren
under
thethirdgradeallowed.
Phone:
(956)381-3581
StreetMarket
Oct.18from11a.m.to 4
p.m.
Place:Downtown
McAllen
on 17thStreetbetween
AustinandErieAvenues
Event:
TheFifthAnnual
McAllen
StreetMarketwill
include
a varietyof food,
entertainment
andbooths
fortheentirefamily.
Price:Admission
is free.
Phone:
(956)682-2871

Valley symphony

■

Culture Club .

■

Movie review . . . . . 1O

• •

8-9

• • • • •
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Writers come out on Open Mic Night
By DIANA CORPUS GARZA
The Pan American

Arriving with stories in hand,
writers of all ages descended upon
Barnes & Noble Open Mic Night in
McAllen, Saturday Sept. I3.
For the last three months, Barnes
& Noble has transformed its Gift
Shop into a writer·s platform for
local writers to practice their craft
every second Saturday of each
Theater
production
month. Pa11icipants hold their
Oct.9-11at 7 p.m.andOct. audience spellbound as each writer
shares their poems and stories at the
12at 2 p.m.
two-hour event
Place:McAllen
Memorial
"Open Mic Night is a great idea to
HighSchool
Auditorium,
101 have students and others of all types
of people come and express
E.Hackberry
themselves through this type of art,"
Event:Students
willperform said Anissa Garcia, community
'BlackComedy'
byPeter
coordinator for Barnes & Noble.
"Ba111es& Noble likes to promote
Shaffer.
"Adelightful
comedy
sureto shedsome literacy and types of books we offer

lightona darksituation.•
Price:$5forstudents
and
seniors,
$6foradults.
Phone:
(956)632-5255

■

and also to bring community
together," said Garcia.
One by one, people from the
audience shared a poem, a short

story or excerpts from their already
published stories.
John Gover, 75, a retired teacher
and author, read a few pages from
his book, "He's still the Boss" and
some of his poems.
"I have never done this before,"
said Gover. "I look forward to doing
it again. II provides feedback, what
others are doing and
encouragement."
Each writer's experience is
different.
For Andrew Hollinger, 18, a
recent high school graduate and
columnist for The Monitor, it means
getting his name out as a writer and
columnist.
"If I can publish a book, maybe
someone will remember that

''

If I can publish a
book, maybe
someone will
remember that
Hollinger kid who
would read at Open
Mic Nights.
- Andrew Hollinger,
writer''

Hollinger kid who would read at
Open tvlic Night," he said.
Humberto Bocanegra, 45, P.E.
teacher and columnist for The
Monitor, said, 'For lhe writer,
you·re always editing and changing
1

University Program Board brings
blockbusters to Student Union
By AARON LOZANO
The P<111
A1neric<111
ln its recent years, the University
Program Board has been known for
its showcase of blockbuster movies
at the Student Union theatre.
This semester the program has a
different approach. The board wilJ
be offering more of a variety of
movies, attracting all types of UTPA
student audiences.
Movies range from the comedy
classic, "National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation," to children·s
recent blockbuster, "Finding Nemo."
Earlier in the semester, the UPB
even highlighted the foreign film
"Like Water For Chocolate."
The UPB will be showing ··oJd
School" staning Luke Wilson and
\ViII Ferrell Friday, a comedy that
surrounds itself around
college and frate111ity
life.
''We have invited
Greek organizations
to come watch the
movie, we sent them
special invitations,''
said Noelynn Gillamac,
president of the UPB,
"We've even offered to
recognize them if they
come.''
Promotions like
these, along with free
popcorn and drinks,
are what UPB

members come up with in order to
draw a large audience for their
Friday screenings. This year, the
UPB's movie moguls' committee
chairperson position has opened up.
The committee, under the
leadership of the chairperson. is in
charge of developing creative
promotions for the weekly films.
Gillamac, who slai1ed her
participation in the UPB as the
movie moguls committee chair says
the board is looking for someone
who can have fun with the position.
''We want to try and have fun with
the committee. It's a matter of
promoting the film, setting prizes
and fun promotions," she said.
Last year there was a rai1geof
150-200 viewers attending the
showings. lllis year, according to
Gillamac, attendance has started
very slow but the UPB
finds ease m1d
assurance in seeing
vievlers who come
in regularly to
watch the films.
"I've seen
people that have
been coming since
lasl year, it's a
comfo11because it
seems as though we
have established a
target audience,'' she
said.
The program
offers the

showings free of charge every Friday
at two convenient times, 3 p.m. and
7 p.m.
"\Ve figured we're working out of
student funds, we shouldn't charge
them and take more of their money
away,'' Gillamac said.
Students are allowed to bring
members of the community, friends,
and family to the showings as long
as one person has valid UTPA
identification.
'"Old School' is a popular movie,"
she said, '·,Ve're hoping we get a
good response:·
Priscilla Moralez, a junior at
UTPA, enjoyed "Sweet Home
Alabama" last semester.
"I was surprised to see a lot of
people there. Everyone was pretty
welcoming and friendly and the
movie seemed to nm pretty
smoothly," Moralez said, having the
feeling of watching it at an actual
movie theatre, "the only difference is
that it's free, even the popcorn and
drinks."
Moralez, like many students, have
not had the time lo go back but has
made plans to watch ''Finding
Nemo.''
"I haven't had any time to go back
but whenever my friends and I have
time I'd like to go back," she said,
''I've noticed that this year, the
movies are a little old. ll1at is okay
because I'm planning on making
time lo see ''Finding Nemo." I
haven't seen it yet.''

words. You write, rewrite, WTiteand
rewrite, again and again. Every time
you read your story you hear
something different."
"Reading your work out loud. you
become one with the audience," said
Bocanegra. "You attempt to bring
them into your world so they can see
your picture with you."
Melodie Cuate, a teacher and
participant, came for the enjoyment.
"The flavor of the presentations
couldn't have been better or more
unique. I thoroughly enjoyed
myself," she said.
Garcia concluded, "You don't
have to be an artist, a teacher, you
can be anybody; be it a normal
person. The diversity is what makes
it interesting."
Students of all ages and adu Its
are welcome to participate. ll1e next
Barnes & Noble Mic Night is
scheduled for Oct. 11.

FALL
2003
MOVIE
SCHEDUL
■

Oct. 3

"Old School" (comedy)
■

Oct. 10

"Monsoon Wedding"
(drama)
■

Oct. 17

"Remember the
Titans" (drama)
■

Oct. 24

"Finding Nemo" (animation)
■

Nov.7

"Bad Boys 11"
(action)
■

Nov.14

"Pirates of the
Caribbean" (action
adventure)
■

Nov.21

"National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation"
(comedy)
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(Right) - Dr. Peter Dabrowski, a UTPA music

professor, conducts the Valley Symphony
Orchestra.
(Bottom corner) - The Valley Symphony

Orchestra prepares for tonight's seasonopener with a dress rehearsal.

The Valley Symphony Orchestra,
led by UTPA's Dr. Peter
Dabrowski, opens its season with
a performance tonight
By 01"1AIRA GALARZA
The Pan American
The Valley Symphony Orchestra
and Chorale will perform its first
concert of the season tonight in the
University of Texas-Pan American's
Fine Arts Auditorium.
The conce11features Symphony
No. 9 in E !Vlinor, Opus 95 from
"The New World Symphony" by
Antonin Dvorak, ,;Concerto for Two
Pianos in F Majo1"' by Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart, and ,;TI1e
Hungarian March" by Hector
Berlioz. This program will kick off
the symphony's 51st concert season.
Dr. Peter Dabrowski, conductor of
the Valley Symphony Orchestra, will
unveil his treasure at 8 p.m.
;;In my opinion [the Valley
Symphony Orchestra] is a treasure
which was kept alive in a very large
way by the UTPA community,"
Dabrowski said.
In 1952 when the university was

Pan American College, it housed the
Valley Symphony Orchestra. At that
time the group would pe1form free
concerts throughout the lower Rio
Grande Valley and in Reynosa,
Mexico.
According to Glenda Boykin,
business manager for the symphony,
they started charging for tickets as
the number of people in the audience
grew and they eventually found the
need to rent a place to rehearse and
perform. The symphony itself grew
alongside the attdience.
"It started with just a handful,''
said Boykin. "Now there are 80
members."
According to Dabrowski, who is
in his third season with the
symphony, there is obvious quality
in the quantity of members. He said
that the resources the Valley has to
offer allows them to provide the
audience with a world-class group of
n1us1c1ans.
"I don't think only about

audiences. I also
musicians,''Dabr
sides have lo be ,
they are listening
Andrea Dawso
assistant conce11
excitement for th
mentions that Dv
of American folk
spirituals, and C2
music is "'interes
typical." She exp
"Concerto for·
Major is unique;
pieces written fo1
style.
"I think it will
program," said D
professor of musi
definitely excitin
Dawson and G
conce11master ar
featured soloists
conce11,at which
Op. 81" by Brah,
No. 2 in D Majm
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Whatstudents
liketo read,listento andsurf.

ChrisGonzalez
Junior
International
Business
think about
owski said. "Both
:xcited by what
to or playing."
n, violinist and
master)revealsher

e music when she
orak 's integration
, African-American
:echoslavakian folk
ing because it's not
lains that Mozart's
fwo Pianos in F
' since there are few
• pianos in classical
be a very exciting
awson assistant
'
ic at UTPA.
"lt's
g nu1sic.''
eoffrey Wong,
1dviolinist, will be
at the Nov. 13
"Tragic Overture
uns, ''Symphony
• Op. 73" by

Brahams, "Concerto for Two Violins
in A l\1inor Op. 3" by Vivaldi, and
"Navarra" by Sarasate will be
performed. This concert will be at 8
p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Soloists for tonight's show are
pianists Dr. Dahlia Guerra and
Daniel Steenken.
Dabrowski said that he is pleased
to expose the audience to
internationally recognized soloists as
well as soloists from the Valley at
the symphony's concerts.
The holiday conceit on Dec. 9
does not have a listed soloist, and
will be performed by the chorale. On
Feb. 5, the chorale will accompany
the symphony in the performance of
"'Carmina Burana" by Orff.
The last two shows of the season
will be March 25 and April 29. For
infonnation about these shows or
ticket information contact the
symphony office at 393-2293.
None of the shows this season
contain a particular theme that ties

them all together.
''All of them are different," said
Dabrowski. ''I don't think any one is
better than the other."
Although, Dabrowski enjoys each
program, he wants both the audience
and musicians to do more than just
take pleasure in the variety of music.
He wants them to team about music
by experiencing it.
TI1eeducation of musicians is
never-ending through practice. Dr.
William O.Neil co-principal
clarinetist and associate professor of
music, has petformed with the
orchestra for nine years, and has
seen the "capability of the string
section [improve] a lot.''
According to Dabrowski the
orchestra is interested in educating
future generations of musicians and
audiences about classical music.
TI1ey held the first of six
children's concerts Wednesday
mo111i11g
at the Fine Arts
Auditorium.

Movie: "Wayne'sWorld"
CD: "Aquemini"by Outkast
Book: "TheGreatGatsby"by F. ScottFitzgerald

Dr.CynthiaBrown
Financeprofessor

CD: Mision
Book: "Brownsville:
Stories"
byOscarCasares
Web site: wallstreetjournal.com

CrystalLazcano
Junior
Accounting

Movie: "A Walk to Remember"
CD: DueloBook: "Of Mice and Men" by John Steinbeck
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New Allen film doesn't match director's previous work
By KEIL SHULTS
The Pan American

I've been a huge Woody Allen fan
since first seeing his 1977 masterpiece
''Annie Hall." However, in recent years
the quality of his output has been rather
spotty.
Still, the Valley theaters weren't
offering much this past weekend, as
usual, so I decided to give this one a
shot, and I regret to admit that it was
excessively mediocre at best.
The acting seemed forced, and the
early scenes with "American Pie" star
Jason Biggs were particularly bad. They
were like theater rehearsals captured on
crunera.
In recent years, Allen has finally begun
realizing that he can· l play the
protagonist every time out. His age is
becoming more evident, and given his
controversial past, it's probably best that
he has stopped pairing himself opposite
young, beautiful women. And yet, rather
unwisely, he seems to either be asking
his leading actors to emulate his familiar
quirks, speech patterns and mannerisms,
or the actors are such big Woody fans
that they take it upon themselves lo
basically "be Woody."
In his latest film, Biggs plays Jerry
Falk. a struggling comedian who
befriends an eccentric, elder comedian,
played by Allen himself.
As the film progresses we lean1 that

Jen-y's real problem is his girlfriend,
Amanda, a woman so crippled by her
neuroses that it renders Jerry's attempts
to stay with her almost completely
unbelievable.
Christina Ricci does a so-so job as
Jen-y's oddball significant other, but she
just doesn't really seem comfortable in
this film. \Vatching the movie, you get
the sneaking suspicion that everyone was
excited to be working with Allen, but
secretly they don 'I know what the hell
they· re doing or why. The plot itself is a
typical back-and-forth romance,
peppered by occasional anti-Semitic
jokes, slapstick moments with Allen ·s
character, and the expected nod to the
beauty of New York.
Anyone with a lnte Jove and
knowledge of Wood)"s work had to feel
like they were sitting through an aging
auteur's desperate, last-gasp attempt to
recreate the magic he once nailed so
effectively in his heyday.
''Anything Else·• did little more than
retnind me of how far he has fallen over
the past 35 years.
The film was not horrible, but it was
truly a chore to watch in many parts, and
I doubt I would ever sit through it again
willingly. h1 my opinion, the Woodman
hasn't made a truly great film since 1989,
with "Crimes and l'vlisdemeanors,"
though "Husbands and Wives," ''Sweet
and Lowdown,'' and ''Deconst1ucting
Hany'' came close, showing true flashes

Woody Allen:
A Brief History
Allen loves so dearly. "Manhattan"
signaled a new direction for its
writer-director, who at the time could
seem to do no wrong. It upped the
drama quotient and whittled away
■ "Bananas" (1971): If you're in
most of the screwball antics which
the mood for screwball humor, you
had provided his stepping stone into
can't do much better than his
Hollywood over a
satirical classic,
"Bananas." It
decade earlier. A
BEST
OF
THE
REST:
bit cerebral at
showcases Allen
combining great
times, but I
"Husbands & Wives"
physical comedy
consider this my
with some of his
favorite of his
"Bullets Over Broadway"
funniest, wackiest
works.
"Everyone
Says
I
Love
You"
jokes. A must-see.
■ "Hannah and
"Deconstructing Harry"
■ "Annie Hall"
Her Sisters"
(1986): This
(1977): This is the
"Sweet and Lowdown"
sweeping tale of a
one that brought
Woody Allen's
New York family is
name to the lips of the casual movie- easily Allen's best film of the 1980s,
goer. Combining innovative
and everyone in the film gives
narrative techniques with brilliant
astonishing performances.
humor and wonderful performances,
Allen and co-star Diane Keaton
■ "Crimes and Misdemeanors"
forged what many consider to be the
(1989): In my opinion, this is the
greatest romantic comedy of all time. last undeniably great Woody Allen
It also beat out a little movie called
film. A philosophical drama/comedy
"Star Wars• for the Best Picture
that once again finds its performers
at the peak of their powers. Sadly,
Oscar that year.
as of this dale, Allen seems quite
unable to recapture the magic
■ "Manhattan" (1979): A gorgeous,
flowing so freely through this movie.
black-and-white valentine to the city
Don't let my review of his latest
work deter you from discovering
some of Allen's earlier movies.

of comedic brilliance and imagination.
Sadly, these moments are few and far
between in most of Allen's work since
the '80s. He has made some enjoyable
/licks, to be sure, but considering the
frequency of his project output.
essentially one film a year, I found
myself recalling that famous phrase,
"even a broken clock is right twice a
day."
I think after several misfires which
don't relate 10 people of a typical colJegeage, on almost any level, some people
are simply excited to see younger.
different actors in his newest effort. And
perhaps if I had never seen "Annie Hall''
or a slew of other, earlier Allen films,
this one might have seemed a bit more
palatable.
I will say that it's easily his best film
since "Sweet and Lowdown," but that's
not saying much.
And finally, a quick bit of nitpicking
on my pa11,with a film as shaky as this,
was it really necessary to end with a
character saying the title of the film,
especially given the fact that the title and
its significance had already been
mentioned earlier in the movie?
This is a cinematic phenomenon that
truly irritates me, and most times ii is
just unnecessary. Not only does it pander
to the audience, but it usually disrupts
www.movieweb.c.om
the flow of the dialogue. Al any rate,
Amanda (Christina Ricci) Is good at reassuring her Increasfeel free to catch this one if you must,
ingly skeptical boyfriend Jerry (Jason Biggs) that their relabut I ce11ainly can't recommend it.
tionship is solid.

A
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ThePan American is now
acceptingoriginalpoetry,prose,
artwork,and songsto be published
weekly.

Sendentriesto mlynch@panam.edu
Submissionsneed to be sz,itable
forpi,blicationin regard
to language.
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Sen1inar teaches flexibility
By JULIAN CAVAZOS
The Pan American
The Universityof Texas-Pan
AmericanSmall BusinessCenter held
a seminarcalled,''111eArt of
Marketing,"for small businessesin
tl1eValleywith dreamsof expanding
tl1eirbusinesses.
This workshop focusedon helping
small businessesgel tl1roughthe
marketingchallengesthey are often
faced with, and counsel them in
businessgro\\1h.Jose Leal, Director
of the UTPASmall Business
DevelopmentCenter (SBDC),
explains its import,mce.
'"TI1ereare m,mymarketing
challengesout tl1ere.A Jot of people
don't know which mediumlo use:
newspapers,wordor mouth,tv? Many
don't even know who we're trying lo
sell them lo. or even know who their
targetaudjenceis··.
The SBDC firstopened in 1986and
has since U1encounseled
approximately7.655 clients. It has
influencedtl1eaccwnulationof $62
millionamong the businessesthey've
coW1seled.
Many of tl1esebusinesses
eventuallybecome householdnames,
such as the Kent Honeybees,Inc., a
bee pollinationbusiness in Mission,
Texas. 1l1roughthe counselingof tl1e
SBDC, Kent Honeybees,Inc. has
becomea multi-milliondollar
corporation.1l1eyare responsiblefor
tl1ousandsof hivesthroughoutthe

By BELINDA REYES
The Pa11American

JulianCavaros/ThePa,1American

LEARNING LESSONS- Haitham Alhaddad (standing, left) lectures
the audience on marketing strategies at a seminar Tuesday.

UnitedStates, and are continuingto
grow.
"The Alt of Marketing,"is one of
three core seminarsheld by the
SBDC. 1l1eother two are ''111ePower
of BusinessPlanning,"and ''The
Languageof Business".''111ePower
of BusinessPlanning,"introduces
clients to the strutup and management
of business.'The Languageof
Business,"infom1sbusinessowners
on dealingwith financing.
Other seminarsofferedsuch as,
"SpecialTopicSeminars,"have

coverageon topics like investments,
strutingup restaurants,immigration
issues,and designingtheir own web
pages.
1l1enext local,"'Artof Mru·keting."
seminar will lake place on September
9 in Harlingen.
For more infonnationregarding,
''111eArt of Marketing,''workshopor
the UTPASmall Business
DevelopmentCenter,log onto
www.coserve.org/sbdc.
Anotl1eroption
is to call the office locatedat the
UTPAAnnex at 956-292-7535.

Ambassadors mentoring students
freshmenfor tl1atacademicyear.fl is a job Uiattakesmuch
time accordingto those who do it.
''I thoughtit wouldmake me becomea better person,''
said first yearAmbassadorRamonGarza ''Don't apply for it
Three years ago, the UniversityofTex,l~-PanAlnerican
realizedit had to do even more to keep retentionrates rising. unlessyou are seriousfor it ru1dse1iousabout being
So StudentLife & TransitionServices,along wiU1President committed10 it,'' he advised.
Any freshmanwho attendsfreshmencamp is
MiguelA. Nevarez,decidedto bringback a programtl1at
had existedsuccessfullyyearsago, tl1eStudentAlnbassadors. automaticallyassignedan Ambassadorfor the year.Also,
self-selectedstudentswho hear about U1eprogramthrough
The Al11bassadors
lastwere a group almost 15 years ago,
word of mouthand are interestedin having a mentorcan be
but were revivedduring Fall 2000 to help U1euniversity
assignedone. This way,new peopleon the block,called
retain youngstudentsand give establishedmembersa
proteges,get help fromexperiencedstudentswho know their
chanceto work on presentationand leadershipskillsin the
way aroundcampus.Statisticsshow that tl1ischain of aid
process.
''\Ve reallywantedto kill two birds withone stoneso U1at keeps retentionrates going up. The rate reacheda highof 67
percentthis semester.
the universitywouldbe able to have studentswho could
Student prolegeRobertoGrdlladossaid he feltthe
representthe universityin certainsituations,"said Jeru1etle
programwould be a big help.
Broshears,programdirector.''And we would utilizethem to
"'I knew il would be hrutlto come to collegeand make the
mentorenteringfreshmen.''
changeof livingby myself.ll fs helpingme a lot and I think
Ambassadorshave to meetspecificcriteriain orderlo
it will help me becomea bettersn1denl,"said Granados.
apply,such as maintaina minimum3.0 grade-pointaverage
t.1ichelleDw·an,directorof The StudentLeadership
plus submitan application,lettersof recommendation,and
Program,was part of the first renewedAl11bassadors
group
ru1essay.Sixty studentsmake it U1rough
the application
in 2000, and feels tl1atthe benefitsof the programare legion.
process into U1einterviewprocessand from that group
"'Itactuallyserved as a foundationfor all of my futme
ru1ywherefrom 30-40 are selectedto this prestigiousstudent
careermoves,"said Duran."'Itconnectedme lo several
group.
peopleon cru11pus
ru1dconnectedme to the place I stayedat.
All the selecteeshave lo completea I0-hour training
It showed me a completelydifferentside to tl1euniversity
course to becomea CertifiedPeer Educator(CPE).This
nationalcertificationrequireseach traineeto pass a post-test opposedto academicswhich was what my p1ioritywas."
Duran,a May 2003 graduatein computerinfom1ation
coveringareas such as being a caring helper,listeningru1d
sciences,is workingon a graduatedegree in counseling
commwlicationskills,respondingand refen'alskills,ru1d
partly becauseof the impactprogran1slikeAmbassadorsand
confrontationmanagementskills. In addition,Ambassadors
StudentLeadershiphad on her.And she knows what benefit
ru·erequiredlo maintaintl1e3.0 gpa and be involvedin
campuseventsalong witl1Bacchus & Gru11ma
ru1dThe
the protegesget.
"No matterhow small you may U1inkit is, tl1eimpact you
StudentLeadershipProgran1,also housedunder U1eOfficeof
make may be minusculeto you, to U1emit is a foundationof
StudentLife & TransitionServices.
some sort,'' she said. "I definitelybelieveit encouragedme
Currentlythere are 37 active members,withSheryl
t.1ilfordservingas HeadAlnba~ador for 2003-2004.E.~ch
to continue in studentservicesas opposedto the computer
sciencething."
Ambassadorservesas mentorsfor threeto five entering
By ANGELA I.CANALES
The Pan American

Men's group is
seeking equity
It is a dream for Marco Perez, a single father of thre-e. to
see equal rights for parents become a reality.
Perez calls his dream and organization, PRIDE or
Parenting Rights Including Dads Equally.
The organization made their public debut Sept. 25 to
mark the celebration of Equal Parents' Week.
The 8th Equal Parents' Week, celebrated in 18 states in
the U.S. and 10 foreign countries, was Sept. 22-28.
Before Perez created PRIDE. he tried to find a focus
group to help him cope with custody struggles with the
legal system. Perez said he looked everywhere to help him
and others who were going through the same thing. He feels
that the justice system can be unfair when dealing with
custody rights for children.
"I felt stuck and alone. That is why I started this
organization." Perez said.
The main goal of PRIDE is advocating co-parenting,
where children are able to have equal access to both
parents.
"'An example [of unfairness] is that my own little girl is 2
years old. The law is that the non-custodial parent cannot
have her spend the night until she is three," Perez said.
"Who can promise me that I will live to see her al that
age?''

"'Another thing is that what if when the child wants to see
their father on a day that she can't?
\Vhy deprive me the right of being a parent?" Perez
added. ''The only ones who [truly J suffer are the children.''
Perez said dads want to be more involved and the system
is limiting them.
"'They [legal system] fight about deadbeat dads," Perez
said. "But their limitations are allowing it to happen.
Fathers who try hard [lo be there] are discouraged by these
laws. If we, [fathers] had more equal rights then it would be
different.''
Before Perez started the nonprofit organization, he came
up with PRIDE's acronym. He got the foundation of the
group involved with an attorney friend, Victor Garza, who
understood his situation. Eventually, the group became
formal and had its first chance to display awareness to the
situation last week. The vigil was a promotion to create a
network for single fathers.
"'We are [also] trying to educate and get fathers involved
with their children, whether they are single or not," Perez
said. "\Ve want [a big) change in laws and offer a structure
support for fathers in the Valley."
Perez said that there are 24 members, both male and
female, who believe in this group's mission.

"'You don't have to be a single father lo be part of this
organization. If you believe in co-parenting [it is good for
you to join]," Perez said. ''There were grandparents
involved in the candlelight vigil."
Joe Mendoza, a supervisor for information technology at
UTPA, is currently going through a custody dispute.
Mendoza said that he also was looking for somewhere lo
turn with his personal emotions about the legal system,
before he found PRIDE.
"[The system] is definitely unfair. The door gels shut
quickly [for fathers]," Mendoza said.
''We want to be part of our children's' lives."
f',.1endozahopes to see a change in the law, where custody
rights are equal between both parents, depending on specific
cases.
"It is hard on the children [parents' separation],"
Mendoza said. "\Ve are trying. There are other men going
through the same thing and they give up. Then they are
labeled 'Deadbeat Dads."'
Although Mendoza believes in co-parenting, he felt the
first best thing is to get family counseling before divorce.
He also noted the difference between fathers who care and
those who do not.
"Life is very important and making life is special. I don't
understand why anyone wouldn't want lo be part of it,"
Mendoza said. "Some times my son smiles al me and that
moment is i1replaceable."
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ENROLLMENT
continued
frompage1
benefit the entire university if some steps are taken lo handle the
problem. This includes expanding facilities, and if the situation goes
from bad lo worse, there is always the idea of creating new parking lots
or a shuttle system.
"There have been discussions for long-term planning," Mcl\1illan said.
''It's hard for the students to adjust to, but if you go to UT-Austin, which
is probably three times the size of UTPA, you can bet some students
don't even try to park their car on campus. There are shuttle buses there,
and other means of transportation. We need to start thinking outside the
box."
Another ongoing issue this fall has to do with deadlines. and the
students who break them. With the number of students growing.
adn1inistration must enforce restrictions and rules to ensure organization.
McMillan said that several days into the semester, students come to
the university intending to enroll. These late enrollment students are
adn1itted and take seats in courses that a student who enrolled in time
but dropped a class cannot pick up, because the late enrollment student
is filling that seal.
"\Ve hope to change that habit lo benefit the students, and there will
also be some admissions policies that will begin to change as well," he
said.
By the Spring of 2005 the GPA for transfer students will be a
minimum 2.0, and by the fall of 2005 entering freshman will have to
have a minimum score of IS on the ACT.
"Our goal is lo increase the ACT score every two years until we reach
18," IVlcMillansaid. '·so in 2005, the ACT score must be IS to be
adn1itted. 2007 it must be a I 6. in 2009 a 17 and so on. I hope that this
causes the students to create a target score on the ACTs and have a
motivation lo reach it. Most of our students have done well
academically, so I do not believe this is an unattainable goal. ll will not
only put UTPA in the mainstream of other universities. but il will help
the students as well."

PENAcontinuedfrompage1
'vVithRobin Hood being eliminated, children are being taught
differently depending on the amount of money their district has,
''That's the reality-we live in a poor place," he said.
To discuss issues on education Pena says, is to, ''in,•olve issues we
don't want to talk about such as race."
Democrats debating on how to spend money on education fairly for
poor districts appear to be troublesome for Republicans, ''They see us
as a drag/' said Pena.
The question has become whether everyone is entitled lo equal or
adequate education, according to Pena. He said the state is looking al
the possibility of proving English, science and math, but leave the rest
up to local taxes from the area.
Soon colleges will be allowed to set their own tuition rates, which
may be beneficial for schools like UTPA, Pena said. But it also causes
problems for students from this area because they won't be able to
afford the raised tuition fees at richer institutions such as UT Austin.
Of course, there are numerous scholarship plans in place to aid
disadvantaged and/or minority students, and the Top IO percent Rule
is also a safeguard against discrimination. But Pena is not derailed by
these details.
"Will we tolerate having our kids have less," Pena charged.
Pena predicts that in the future ''the people in control" will pass a
system where adequate education is for every school. "So suburbs get
better educations because they have that money.''
But despite his record of antagonism against the status quo on
behalf of poor areas, Pena is not ready to totally demonize the
opposition.
"Republicans aren't monsters-they just have different
perspectives,'' he said. Pena believes that there is hope lo change the
system and future of education in Texas. He said that Democrats and
the Valley are IO years away from having a say. Possibly shorter if
people start to vote.
''The elite," was a term Pena used lo describe his audience al the
forum. He said they have the education and must realize how
important it is to obtain a good education, and therefore must start to
pay attention to the people that are being elected and passing the laws.
"When it came to education, I paid attention because I was a
teacher," he said. ''People are ready to leave the profession-if we
give up we'll have bad people there [in office]."
There was a time Pena questioned his own beliefs. Perhaps he was
wrong. "But I don't think so because I live here and my perspective is
the perspective of this community."
"It was only a small group of people that changed the world,'' he
concluded.
"It's an honor to be here," said Lisa Sanchez, working in the
Department of Education Leadership. ''! have many concerns as far as
education."
Having Pena al the forum for PAUF was an opportunity for Pan An1
students, said Noe Sauceda, also from the Department of Education
Leadership. "It's an excellent opportunity for students to gel involved
with people who make laws."
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Site's reach is global
c01respondenceclass... it is a veryactivesite,'' Young
conunented.
HETSdevelopedthe VirtualLeanungru1dSupport
Plaza
for ru1ywhere-ru1ytime
learning,and for networking
Everyonein today's societydependson some machine
or technologicalnecessityin order to survivein moden1 students,faculty,peer colmselors.and mentors.
culture.1l1equestionthen becomes,what is the next
CurrentlyUTPAis training28 facultymembersfrom
step? How does technologyenhancethings insteadof
six differentinstitutionsal the onlinelearningwebsite.
which
is offeredin both Englishand Spru1ish.
1l1e
just sustaintl1emin neutral.
websiteallows interactivecommunicationor video
Some institutionslack u,e initiativeor resourcesto do
conferencingbetweenoll1erfacultymembersand
somethingdifferentwhen it comes to insttuctionin tl1e
student~who are takingthe same course in places like
classroom.So maybethe Universityof Texas-Pan
The Universityof Dominguezin California,Notre
Ame,icanis surfingthe wave of tl1efutureaheadof its
Dame,and tl1eUniversityof Texas HealthScience
time.
Center in San Antonio.Facultycru1also take advantage
The Center for DistanceLeruninghas inlToduceda
of a gnmt writinginslluctioncourse offeredat the HETS
bilingualinteractiveweb site called,The ViltualPlaza,
website.
which is offeredin both Englishru1dSpanish,ru1dis
"You reallyhave to go onlineru1dcheck it out, it's not
availablelo all UTPAstudent~.It is based out of Puerto
ru1otl1er
computerresource,"Youngsaid. ''h's so much
Ricoand prutsof LatinAlnerica,ru1dservesas botl1a
more ru1dthe studentsshoulduse it.''
mentorru1dlean1inginstn1ment.The innovativeonline
StudentsregisterunderStudent/Menteeand create a
projectfommlatedby tl1eHispimicEducational
user name with a passwordto navigatethroughtl1e
Telecommunications
System(HETS).
Plaza.The site requiresthe institutionthe studentattends,
In ffispru1icculture,a plaza is an open place lo meet,
ru1address.major,ru1dcollegegoals.A questionnaire
share ideas,and establishrelationships.Al the website
one can visitdifferentPlacitas(smallplazas)whichoffer asks what challengesthe studentscurrentlyface,be they
academic.social,or cultural.
servicesto students,faculty,professionals,educational
Studentswho ru·eregisteredcan browsethroughtl1e
jnstitutlons,and corporations.
Beforetl1ePlazawas devised,seven Hispanic-serving Mentee featuresand searchfor a cyber-madrinaor cyberinstitutionsin the UnitedStates and Puerto Ricojoined to padrino,a mentorwho is a professionalin the workforce
ru1dof Hispanicdescent.Studentscan go to any one of
fonn HErS as a nonprofitco1porationin 1993.TI1e
tl1efollowingmenu choices:studentplacita,searchfor
purposewas to establishand operatean educational
cyber-madrinaor cyber padrino,cyber-cafeconsistingof
telecommw1ications
satellitenetworkto il1lerconnecl
Hispru1icinstitutions.Then in 1994,the US Deprutmenl studentinstantmessageboards,mailinglist~,imdchat
of Commerceawru'deda plruminggrant for tl1edesign of rooms.At any one of tl1esechoicesstudentscan chat
with peersru1ddiscussschool/careerideasthat interest
a distru1<.-e-learning
network.
Latinosthe most.
In 1995-1998HETScom1ectedninew1iversitiesand
Some of the other resow·cesofferedat the website
collegesin the UnitedStates and Puerto Rico through its
involve locatinga cyber-madrinaor cyber-padrino,
C-Bru1ddigitalsatellitenetwork.ru1dcompressedvideo
which locatesa mentor in tl1esrunecareer field of
throughtelephonelinesor ISDN.TodayHErS is a
interestas the student.Studentscan also use !raining
teleconunw1ications
consortiumfor U.S.studentsru1d
modules,ru1onlinecatalogof coursechoices tl1atare
parts of LatinAme1icaand Puerto Rico.All member
creditedor non-creditedand offeredat most higher
institutionsconnectllu·oughthe Internet.
educationinstitutions.
Accordingto DouglasYotmg,directorfor the Center
HETSstated that they createdthe projectto be
of Distru1ceLean1ingal UTPA.tl1ePlazais a different
beneficiitland availableto all interestedin distance
ru1dinteractiveway of lean1ingfor students.
''111eplazais not a regl~ardry and boring
leruningfor both studentsand faculty.
By VANESSA L. LUCIO
The Pan American

A successful superwo1nan
By AIME SERNA
The Pan American
School + husbru1d+ child = 3.909 grade point
average.
Tru1zeerAhmed, a senioral the UniversityofTexasPru1American.has been a memberof the University
HonorsPrognm1for the past year and a half.
Ahmedreturnedto collegeafter takinga nine-year
break lo finish what she started.She began as a
computersciencemajor,ru1dafter only a semester
changedher major to communicationwith an emphasis
in advertising/publicrelations.
Ahmed is a wife, motlierand student.At school,she
works as a tutor for tl1eCollegeAssislru1cel\1ignmt
Program(CAMP),a federaluniversityprogramthat
encouragesmigrantstudentsto continuetheir education.
Ahmed is also tl1eadvertisingdirectorfor the magazine
Pru1oran1a,
and a memberof tl1eAdve,tisingClub, the
InternationalGolden Key HonorsProgramand the
InternationalStudentAssociation.TI1roughit all, Ahn1ed
has continuedto be actively involvedwith the Honors
Programand has gotten more tl1anshe expectedfrom it.
Dr. Dora E. Saavedrais the director for tl1eUniversity
HonorsPrognun.She said a studentcan gain morefrom
the program tl1anjust academic recognition.ll offers
studentsthe chance lo be in smallerclasses,experience
innovativeteaching techniques,and to be involvedin a
wide vru·ietyof exlTacun-icular
activitiessuch as
developmentalseminarsand educationaltravel.
"Studentsget the oppmtunityto interactwith
professorsmore closely,work with studentswith similar
interesl~ru1daspirations,''said Saavedra.''TI1eyalso gel
the opportunityto join GrunmaBeta Phi HonorSociety
that is dedicatedto scholarship,char<lcterand serviceto
the com111unity."

l11eprogrru11
also offers scholarshipsto qualified
studenL~.
Saavedrasaid that honorsstudents face tl1esan1e
challengesas ru1yotl1erstudentsuch as finru1cial
difficultiesru1dtime-mru1agement
issues.
''ConlTarylo stereotypes,honors studentsru·eusually
well-roundedindividualswho are leaderson cru11pus,
who perforn1communityservice,ru1dwho enjoy sports
and other fun activities,"Saavedrasaid.
Membersmust maintaina certain grade point average,
and are requiredto take 18 hours of honors courses.
''At first, [ was takingthe courses because I had lo,"
Ahmedsaid. "Then I realizedthat I was gettingso much
more out of the courses than I thought I would. I have
learnedthings that I never would have considered
lookinginto before,and now becauseof tl1eHonors
Prognun's requirements,I know so much more."
Ahmedsaid that maimaininga home and going to
school at the srunetin1ehas been one of the biggest
challengesshe's had to face.
"Some days I gel up to make breakfastfor my son ru1d
husband,come home to cleru1ru1dmake dinner,ru1dthen
I cru1finallystudy,'' she said.
Ahmedsaid she also makes it a rule to check her son·s
homewo1'kbeforethe end of tl1eevening.
"I can't study wheneverI wru1tto. When you have a
husbandru1dchild, you just have to deal witl1the
restrictionsthat come with it," Ahn1edsaid. '·J don't
know how [ mru1ageto do it, but I just do."
DespiteAhmed's endless list of responsibilities,she
still mimagesto maintainslTaighlA's and her
membershipin the UniversityHonorsProgram.
Ahmedsaid her involvementwitl1the program has
madeher more focusedimd has improvedher skills on
how to deal witl1personalproblems.She said tl1atshe
has lean1edhow to tl1inkcriticallyand effectively.
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Women's tennis
crowns champ
Alana Breen of UTPA's
\V01nen's tennis tearn won the
Flight Eight singles cha1npionship at the Lady Cardinal
Classic Saturday held at the
Lan1ar Tennis Center. Breen
defeated Jennifer Cline of
Stephen F. Austin 6-2 and 6-1.

Lady Broncs
golf bow out
The UTPA won1en's golf
team withdrew from the 15tearn Notre Dame Invitational
held at the Warren Golf Course
Saturday due to a long rain
delay.
The Lady Broncs had a 36hole total of 666 before bowing out of the invitational.
Notre Dame won the tourna1nent with a 54-hole total of

938.

Limbaugh
resigns

FALL 2003 INTRAMURAL
FLAG FOOTBALL

that a black quarterback do
\VeJ

I..,

•

Women's golf
takes fifth

Following his controversial
comn1ents regarding
Philadelphia Eagles quarterback Donovan McNabb, Rush
Lin1baugh resigned fro1n his
position on ESPN's Sunday
NFL Countdown \.Vednesday.
"My co1n1nents this past
Sunday were directed at the
1nedia and were not racially
1notivated," Lin1baugh said in
a state1nent released
Wednesday night. "I offered an
opinion. This opinion has
caused disco1nfort to the crew,
which I regret."
Li1nbaugh, known for his
outspoken, often over-the-top
vievvs, created the controversy
after he presented the opinion
during Sunday's cable show
that the media presented
McNabb as a top-flight quarterback partially because, "the
n1edia has been very desirous

INTRAMURAL FALL 2003
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

UPCOMING UTPA SCHEDULE
Oct. 2 New Mexico St. at UTPA volleyball, 7 p.m.
Oct. 3 Men's cross country at TAMUCC
Oct. 3 Women's cross country at TAMUCC
Oct. 3-5 Men's tennis at Texas-Arlington
Oct. 4 TAMUCC at UTPA volleyball, 7 p.m.
Oct. 6-7 Women's golf at Oral Roberts
Oct. 7 TAMUI at UTPA volleyball, 6 p.m.

Event

Entries Due Plall Begins

Soccer
Volleyball
Midnight
Madness
Softball
Tennis-singles
Racquetball

Oct. 3
Oct. 3
Oct. 17

Oct. 6
Oct. 8

Oct. 24
Nov. 7
Nov. 7

Oct. 27
Nov. 10
Nov. 11

NFL WEEK FIVE SCHEDULE
Away

Home

Date

Time

Arizona
Denver
Minnesota
Oakland
Tennessee
Cincinnati
Miami
New Orleans
Seattle
San Diego
Detroit
Washington
Cleveland
Indianapolis

Dallas
Kansas City
Atlanta
Chicago
New England
Buffalo
N.Y. Giants
Carolina
Green Bay
Jacksonville
San Francisco
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Tampa Bay

Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 6

Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
Noon
3:05 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.

Oeen date:

Baltimore, Houston, N.Y. Jets, and St. Louis

After signing a record sixyear, $ I 26 million deal \vith
the Minnesota Ti1nberwolves
in October of I 997, power forward Kevin Garnett inked a
five year extension \Vith the
Ti1nberwolves Wednesday.
Although exact tenns of the
extension were not released by
either team officials or
Garnett's representative, NBA
insiders believe the Garnett
will receive 1nore than $21
million in each season for the
duration of the extension.
Garnett is in the final year
of his previous six year deal,
and is slated to n1ake an NBAhigh $28 n1illion this season.
During a press conference
Wednesday, Garnett said he
\Vas excited for 'Wolves fans.

2003 WOMEN'S SOCCER
WORLD CUP
Groue A

x-U.S.A.
x-Sweden
Nigeria
N. Korea

Groue B

Groue C

Groue D

x-Norway
x-Germany x-China
x-France
x-Canada
x-Ghana
Brazil
Japan
Australia
S. Korea
Argentina
Russia
x-qualified for quarterfinals

Match

Date

Quarterfinals

25
26
27
28

Oct. 1
Oct. 1
Oct. 2
Oct. 2

U.S.A. 1, Norway 0
Sweden 2, Brazil 1
Germany vs. Russia,7:30p.m.
China vs. Canada, 10:30 p.m.

Match

Date

Semifinals

29
30

Oct. 5
Oct. 5

U.S.A. vs. Match 27 winner
Swedenvs. Match 28 winner

MEN'S RESULTSAND SCHEDULE
Monday,Sept. 22
Stallions1, HuevosRancheroso (forfeit)
Iron MaidenAgain26, Squirrels13
Gamblers39, NecessaryRoughness12
Wednesday,Sept. 24
TeamDU 12, Second2 None6
Vipers26, Trojans12
Xacutioners21, MuddDawgs19
Monday,Sept. 29
The Sues34, Beavers19
Meat Heads 18, Apollos13
Metal Militia42, DamageInc. O
Wednesday,Oct. 1
Phi Kapsvs. Xacutioners,7 p.m.
TeamDU vs. HuevosRancheros,8 p.m.
Squirrelsvs. The Sues,9 p.m.
Monday,Oct. 6
Gamblersvs. Meat Heads,7 p.m.
Vipersvs. Metal MIiitia,8 p.m.
Beta RHO vs. Phi Kaps,9 p.m.
Wenesday,Oct. 8
Stallionsvs. Second2 None, 7 p.m.
Beaversvs. Iron MaidenAgain,8 p.m.
Apollosvs. NecessaryRoughness,9 p.m.
Monday,Oct. 13
DamageInc. vs. Trojans,7 p.m.
MuddDawgsvs. Beta RHO,8 p.m.
CO·ED RESULTS AND SCHEDULE

Monday,Sept. 29
Red Dragon21, Bucky'sBrigade#4 6
Wednesday,Oct. 1
Bucky'sBrigade#1 vs. Bucky'sBrtgade#3, 4 p.m.
Thursday,Oct. 2
Bucky'sBrigade#2 vs. Vipers,5 p.m.
Monday,Oct. 6
Red Dragonvs. 8.8. #2/Vipers,4 p.m.
Tuesday,Oct. 7
Red Dragon/8.B.#2/Vlpersvs. Loserof Oct. 1 game

MEXICAN SOCCER LEAGUE
Team

W- D- L

GF:GA

PTS

Tigres
U.N.A.M.
Santos
Necaxa
U.A.G.
Atlante
Pachuca
Puebla
lrapuato
Toluca
Morelia
America
Monterrey
Chiapas
Veracruz
Guadalajara
Cruz Azul
Atlas
Club San Luis
Queretaro

6-2-1
5-3-2
4-5-1
4-5-1
5-2-3
4-4-2
4-4-2
4-3-3
4-3-3
4-2-3
4-2-4
3-4-3
3-4-3
4 - 1- 5
3-3-4
3-1-6
2-4-4
2-2-6
1-4-5
0-2-8

18:8
18:12
22:14
15:11
16:14
17:12
14:11
14:13
15:16
12:10
15:17
17:12
20:20
14:18
13:17
14:18
14:19
18:20
11:19
8:24

20
18
17
17
17
16
16
15
15
14
14
13
13
13
12
10
10
8
7
2

Week 10 results Sept 27-28: Chiapas 3, Monterrey 2;
Morelia 2, Veracruz O;Tigres 1, U.N.A.M. 1;
Guadalajara 2, Necaxa 3; San Luis 0, lrapuato O;
Pachuca2, U.A.G. 1; Toluca 0, Puebla O;Atlante 0,
America O;Queretaro 3, Cruz Azul 3, Santos 3, Atlas
2.
Week 11 schedule Oct. 4-5: Veracruz vs. Queretaro;
Monterrey vs. Pachuca;Cruz Azul vs. Tigres; San Luis
vs. Santos; Atlas vs. Atlante; America vs. Chiapas;
U.N.A.M.vs.Toluca; Puebla vs. Guadalajara; lrapuato
vs. Necaxa; U.A.G. vs. Morelia.

IPO~ll
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Intramural
fields
open
for

Photoby DanielAguilar/ThePtmAmerican

Intramuralfootballstartedin late September.
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~ Rec-Sports

By ED CHRNKO
The Pan American

had only 12 teams. but this )'ear
increased by eight. l\lleanwhile,
the co-ed league has stayed

The University of Texas-Pan
Americ,m lntramurals and
Recreational-Spo11s celebrated
the opening of the university's
new lighted fields, located next
to Bronc Village, Sept. 24 with
an exhibition softball game
between the SGA ,md Campus
Police Department.
Prior to the field's inauguralion, UTPA's men ·sand co-ed
flag football league kicked off
despite two games being forfeited. one in each league. TI1e three
remaining game went off without a hitch.
This fall season, the men's
intramural football league has
20 teams grouped into five pools
of four teams each. Each leam
wi II play two games and the top
two teams in each pool will
advance lo the single-eliminalion playoffs. The temns are
allowed to have a roster of l 6
players, bul only seven can be
on the field since it is a 7-on-7
league.
The co-ed football league
counts with seven teams m1dare
using an 8-011-8double-eliminalion tournament fonnat which
involves four men and four
women per team on the field at
a time.
Last year. the men's league

aboutaveragein numberof
teams involved in the fall season.
"This has been the biggest
one in awhile as far as men."
Rec-Spons Assistant Art
Cabrera said. "l even had to tum

away two teams."
Cabrera expressed his desire
to organize a women's flag football league. but has had trouble
doing so.
"I haven't been able to get a
women's league going on," he
said. ''J'm having a lot of prob!ems getting women to pm1icipale on their own (in football)."
Soccer, volleyball and softball
are also on deck for the intramural fall sea~on. There will be a
soccer and volleyball captains
meeting Friday at 2 p.m. on the
third floor of the University
Center.
Soccer games wiU be held
Monday through Thursday from
4 p.m. to 5 p.m. due to the lack
of lighting at U1esoccer fields.
Entries are due Oct. 3 and the
soccer season will kickoff Oct.
6.
"I expect soccer to be pretty
big, especially the men's side,"
Cabrera said.
Volleyball will be a 6-on-6
affairwith n1en·s,women'sand

co-ed leagues. They will play
Tuesday and Thursday from
noon to I p.m. during activity
period. The volleyball season
will begin Oct. 8. The deadline
for entries is due Oct. 3.
The Rec-Spans assistant is
excited about the turnout this
season. especially about softball
which will stan Oct. 27. The
deadline for enn·ies is due Oct.
24.
"We're looking forward to
that," Cabrera said. "We haven't
even advertised for that yet and
people are already picking up
applications. That's encouraging."
Last year, there were only six
co-ed softball teains. There were

no men's or women'sdivisions.
"Now with lights, I think
we're going to get a belier
tu111out)"Cabrerasaid. "I'm

hoping to get all three divi-

sions."
The intramural fall se,l~on
will also include tennis and racquetball, which will begin Nov.
IO and I I, respectively.
One of the highlights of the
intramural season is l\llidnight
Madness which is set for Oct.
17. The one-day/night event will
be a 3-on-3 tournament to coincide with the men's basketball
Midnight Madness which marks
the beginning of college basketball.

UTPA Men's Flag
Football
Pool A

w

L
0
0
1
1

w

L
0
0
1
1

w

L
0
0
1
1

Stallions
1
TeamOU
1
Second2 Nor,e 0
HuevosRancheros0

PoolB

The Bucs
1
IronMaidenAgain 1
Squirrels
0
Beavers
0

Poole

Gamblers
Meal Heads

Apollos

1

1

0
Nee.Roughness 0

w

PoolO
Vipers

1

MetalMil~ia

1

Trojans
DamageInc.

0
0

PoolE

w

Xacutioners

1

PhiKaps
BelaRHO
MuddDawgs

0
0
0

L
0
0
1
1
L
0
0
0
1

UTPACo-RecFlag Football
Tournament
Teams

w

Red Dragon
Vipers

2
1

x·Biollazard

0

Bucky'sBrigade#1 2
Bucky'sBrigade#3 1

Bucky'sBrigade#2 1

x-Bucky'sBrig.#4 0

x-eliminated

L
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
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By ERICK TREVINO

The Pan American
All good tl1ingsmust
come lo an end. 1l1e Lady
Broncs put up a valiant
effort, but fell short
Tuesday night against
Texas A&i\11Kingsville in
five games.
1l1e Javelinas snapped
UTPA's seven-game winning streak and dropped
the Lady Broncs to I0-8
on the season.
Junior outside hitter
Cathi Netemeyer led the
way with 22 kills, shooting
.474 for tl1eevening.
Senior hitter, Jaclyn
l\1mrLynski,kept pace witl1
16 kills and IO defensive
digs.
1l1e night started out on
a positive note as tl1eLady
Broncs built a two-game
lead. Pan An1 pulled out a
close 30-28 win in Game I
and a 30-21 victory in
Game 2.
UTPA appeared to be in
control of the match and
well on their way to their
eightl1straight win until
TAl\lfUKwon U1ethird
game of the match, 30-22,
which tun1ed tl1emomentw11the other way.
TAl\1UK won tl1efourth
game 30-19 and went on lo
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wrap up their dramatic
come-from-behind win. In
the fifth and deciding
game, UTPA fell behind
early and rallied only to
fall short and lose U1e
game, 15-13.
"Texas A&M Kingsville
played good defense,"
head coach Dave Thom
said. "And on the whole,
we passed poorly."
Freshman Carol
/1,hu-cengoled the team
with 21 defensive digs followed by freshman outside
hitter Heather Bravo's 14.
/1,lcAllen'sKaren Lyons
led the way witl130 assists
and sophomore Sandy
Darway followed with 23.
Trina Ervin led TAMUK
with 20 kills, seven digs,
and four blocked shot~.
Shelly McGlothin followed wiU119 kills. Sara
Streets led all players with
a total of 58 assists.
Ptior to Tuesday's loss,
the Lady Broncs had a
seven-game winning streak
that had been extended
with a five-game victory
over Texas A&l\1Intemational in Laredo
Satw'day,30-28, 27-30,
27-30,30-24, 15-9.
1l1e orange-and-green
had its work cut out for
them. After the Lady

Broncs won the first
gmne, TAMIL reeled off
l'wowins in a row to take
the lead in tl1ematch 2
gmnes to I. However, tl1e
Lady Broncs regrouped to
take the next two gan1es
from the Lady DustDevils
mid win the match 3-2.
Freshman outside hitter
Heather Bravo turned in
m1impressive all around
perfonnance registering
14 kills and 16 defensive
digs. Junior Cathi
Netemeyer contributed I0
kills and IO defensive.
Jl,lm1cengoled the team
with 29 defensive digs.
"Carol played well for
us," Thom said. "\Ve start-

ed making more plays in
the last two games and we
played with more confidence."

Jessica Vargas led tl1e
DustDevils witl1 17 kills
mid 18 digs. Sivonney
/1,lolinacontributed I0
kills. Desiree Arredondo
helped out wiU118 assists,
while Stacey Faz kicked
in 17 in a losing effort.
The loss dropped
TAMUILto 5-4.
1l1e L~dy Broncs will
be back in action against
New Mexico State
Thursday at 7 p.m. at U1e
Fieldhouse.

Photo by Daniel Aguilar/The Pa,rAmerican

UTPAsophomoreDanielleHolthe(16) attemptsa blockagainstIncarnateWordlast month.

Whatawin:
TPA
takes
first,secanatinvitation
By MATT HALL

UTSA who tallied 40
points. Texas State-San
Marcos finished third with
47 points.
The University of TexasOn the women's side,
San Antonio's cross counthe Roadrunners won the
try course will never be the
race with 18 points folsame after the Bronc runlowed by UTPA with 47,
and TSU notched 67 to
place third. Both races
were 5,000 meters long.
Head coach Ricky
Vaughn feels this win will
boost the team's confidence and help it prepare
for their next meet.
"I was very pleased with
both teams. Over the last
two weeks, we've had guys
step up and challenge
themselves." Vaughn said.
"\Ve turned in a lot better
effort than we had at New
Mexico. Hugo Cervantes
and Aaron Castro ran very
well, and for us to win the
race was big."
The man in charge
believes this race will help
the women be ready and
much stronger later on in
the season.
"Our freshmen continued to stand out," Vaughn
said. "With half a mile to
Photo by Mau Hall/The Pa11
American go, Loraine Garcia was up
there with the leaders.
Membersof the UTPAcrosscountryteam hit the track for practiceTuesday.

The Pan American

ners left their footprints
there this past weekend.
UTPA's cross country
teams made their first
scored meet of the season
in the state of Texas a successful one as the men won

the Whataburger
Invitational and the
women's team took second.
The Pan Am men finished with a score of 33
points to outlast host

Marfa Vargas and Ashley
Perez were strong again.
Come November, we're
going to be much better."
On the men's side, this
race was especially important because they were
able to pull out the victory
without All-American
Westly Keating, who did
not run.
Hugo Cervantes, a
Weslaco native and the
only senior on the roster,
believes this race helped
the young team members
mentally.
"II helped a lot. It got a
lot of the young guys· confidence up. The win was a
big confidence booster for
them," Cervantes said.
"They realize that they are
better than what they think
they are."
The women did not do
too shabby themselves.
They brought home second
place and did so without a
senior on the entire roster.
Freshman Loraine
Garcia believes the key
ingredient for success for
this young team is to have
faith in each other.
"I think we have confidence in each other, in our

teammates. and in ourselves," Garcfa said. "I
think that is all we need,
confidence in each other
knowing that our teammates are going to be
there."

The oldest member of
the team, ~lission native
Claudia Rosas, believes
the youngsters are handling the pressure of competing at the Division- I
level well and are making
a statement to the rest of
the schools in their region.
"The freshmen are coping really well with it.
They are going out strong
and pushing in practice,"
Rosas said. "They are
showing other universities
that we have a strong program."
Assistant coach Doug
i'vlolnar is pumped about
the future of the women's
program.
"We are extremely
young on the women's
side,'' Molnar said. ;.\Ve
had five freshmen in the
top seven and any time you
can do that and run as well
as we did that's something
to look forward to and
build upon."
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Workon the interiorof DodgeArena,homeof the RioGrandeValleyKiller Beesanda futureArenaFootball2 team,shouldbe completeby Sunday.
By BRIAN CARR

The Pan American
Jeff Schumacher paused
after he stepped out onto
the 200-foot by 85-foot
cement slab and looked up.
"That's the first time
that's been on."
Schumacher said as he
raised his palm toward the
ceiling ducts, which were
pumping cold air into the
Dodge Arena. ,;It's amazing how every time you
come here something else
has changed.''
Schumacher, who is
assistant general manager

and head of marketing for
the Global Spectrum-managed Dodge Arena in
Hidalgo, was conducting a
walk-through of the facility and pointing out all of
the progress the construction crew has made in the
past few months.
;;They just started putting up the scoreboard."
Schumacher said and
directed his attention to the

north wall of the facility.
"Right above the scoreboard is going to be a tele
screen."
Seats have been
installed. Luxury boxes are
in place. Lights, air conditioning~ and running water

have been turned on in a
facility that was built up
from generator-provided
electricity because there
was no outlet available.
In the next week the
construction crews will
turn their attention to the
cement slab that
Schumacher is giving his
impromptu arena update
from.
"You have to treat a new

rink like a brand new
child,'' Schumacher said.
;,In two days [Oct. 3) they
will begin to cool the surface very slowly. Once it's
down lo temperature
they'll now water in and
create a layer of ice. Then
they'll lay the decals what you see as the Iines after that they'll lay the

top layer of ice, and by
Sunday they'll have players skating on it break.ing
it up and conditioning it."
The ice is the only part
of the rink that is missing.
And if the construction
crews can meet their Oct. 5
deadline it will be just in
the nick of time for the
Killer Bees' inaugural season training camp, which
CHL rules state can begin
on Oct. 6.
Head coach Tracy
Egeland is optimistic that
the project will be completed.
•·we •II be on the ic-eat 9
a.m. on Monday morning
[Oct. 6]," Egeland said.
Twenty-six potential
Killer Bees will be vying
for 18 positions at
Egeland's training camp,
and even though the Killer
Bee web site has posted a
roster, Egeland has made it
clear that the list is tentative.
"Every one is going to
have to earn their place,''

Egeland said.
Performance at next
week's training camp, and
players' performance at the
exhibition games against
the Corpus Christi Rayz
and Laredo Bucks next
weekend, will be the basis
of Egeland's roster modifications.

Egeland's mantra up to
and through next week's
preseason remains the
same: "nothing is guaranteed."
When the Ki lier Bees
begin their inaugural season later this month
against the Saints in San
Angelo the presence of a
CHL team in the Rio
Grande Valley will be a
certainty.
But the process has been
lengthy.
CHL representatives
made their first trip to the
Valley in 1997 to investigate interests in what
Steve Guronik, vice president of media relations for
the CHL, refers to as a

;,virgin hockey market", to
make sure the concept of a
hockey team in the Rio
Grande Valley met three
important criteria.

• There was a facility. or
the possibility of constructing a facility, that
could house hockey games.
• Those interested in
owning and operating a

CHL team, were the
"right'' people to be affiliated with the CHL.
• That there was a possibility of getting the local
community "hooked on
hockey."
After diligent investigation of the Valley as a
CHL market Guronik and
the CHL believe that Killer
Be-es look to obtain a level
of success similar to the
Laredo Bucks who averaged 6,700 seals in their
inaugural season.
Six years later, the

Dodge Arena is near completion. the Killer Bee roster needs only to be edited.
and 2,200 season tickets
have emerged from this
''virgin hockey market."
But in the 13 years of
operation the CHL, an
equivalent of AA in pro
baseball, has learned that
the first year is usually the
easiest year for packing
arenas and have realized
that success lies in good
production.
"'The challenge is to
over-reward people, ..
Guronik said. ''People need
to think that their ticket
was well worth it.''
The Killer Bees, who
will enter the CHL along
with the Colorado Eagles
as the 16th and 17th team
in the league, play their
first home game on Oct.
31, and for the league, the
owners, the players, and
the coaches ii will be the
beginning of a test to see
whether or not they can
over-reward.

